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Abstract7

Each slope, of any stiffness, represents under some conditions a risk for the security of8

humans, of the buildings or the roads, because it can give place to a more or less fast9

landslide. The phenomenon of the landslide is regarded as a permanent natural danger met in10

all the countries of the world because the importance of its effects can generate human and11

material damage being able to amount to million dollars whose governments must pay much12

attention.The town of Kinshasa, the capital of the Democratic Republic of Congo, comprising13

more than 450 heads of very major erosions deserves a detailed attention or better a real14

assumption of responsibility. Consequently, some hilly areas risk to disappear in the next15

years because of their vulnerability to the landslide and gullying.16

17

Index terms— stability of slopes, soil mechanics properties of hills of Kinshasa18

1 Introduction19

ach slope, of any stiffness, represents under some conditions a risk for the security of humans, of the buildings or20
the roads, because it can give place to a more or less fast landslide. The phenomenon of the landslide is regarded21
as a permanent natural danger met in all the countries of the world because the importance of its effects can22
generate human and material damage being able to amount to million dollars whose governments must pay much23
attention.24

The town of Kinshasa, the capital of the Democratic Republic of Congo, comprising more than 450 heads of25
very major erosions deserves a detailed attention or better a real assumption of responsibility. Consequently,26
some hilly areas risk to disappear in the next years because of their vulnerability to the landslide and gullying.27

Because of that, the geotechnical engineer fixes himself like objectives and duties: ? To ensure itself of the28
stability of slope to prevent possible damage.29

There are usually several possibilities. The best is to analyze stability after a careful recognition of the30
basement, which reflects its temporary degree. ? To take account of this phenomenon, its dangers and the31
suitable precautions to detect the unstable zones to find the best solutions of protections or processing.32

The behavior of the structures requires a detailed study including several stages with knowing: the state of33
knowledge of the comportment of the grounds under various stresses.34

The objective of this study is to understand the behavior of the grounds, their mechanical characteristics, and35
to determine the parameters d efining their mechanical properties. For better understanding the behavior of the36
sands studied under various stresses, their aptitudes to support loads, their mechanical characteristics and to37
determine the enumerated parameters above which define their properties, we carried out at the laboratory a38
series of tests mentioned above.39

2 i. Monotonous behavior40

In what follows, the parameters of the experimental comportment of sands in drained conditions are presented.41
), the percentage of the fine particles is 13% > 12% one is in the presence of a yellowish silty sand with WL42
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8 ? ANGLE OF DILATANCY INFLUENCE ?

= 15,4% < 35%;w% natural = 7,6% > 0,9%, non-measurable WP; we can thus classify these grounds in the43
categories of the liquefiable grounds (figure 1)44

We obtained the following values respectively: 38 %; 20% and 20,5% < 40% we are in the presence of loose45
sand. In both cases; one is in the presence of a yellowish silty sand of the loose type primarily contracted.46

3 Line of stable state (CLS) and line of critical state (FLS)47

We observe that the points determine the shear strength in a critical state, the line connecting the points is called48
CLS: the critical state line. While the points indicate the peaks of shear strength then of the shear strength49
until reaching the zero value; then one speaks about limited liquefaction or a mechanical instability causing a50
disintegration of the ground or the phenomenon of liquefaction if the shear strength ? = 051

The line of initiation of liquefaction FLS (The flow liquefaction surfaces)(figure ??).52

4 Classification of the grounds towards the compressibility53

One notices for the ground studied the constraint of preconsolidation:54
(normal pressure). It is about loose sand, ground not inflating (Figure ??).55

5 The behavior of the grounds depending on their consolidation56

statement57

The term One can give the following appreciations: Incompressible ground Indeed, : one is in the presence of a58
compressible ground. It is also a permeable soil because the coefficient of permeability k 0 is worth 0,12cm/s.59

The theory of consolidation allows in plus, to understand the behavior in the time of the grounds under the60
effect of the permanent loads and also to apprehend the calculation of pressure under the structures.61

IV.62

6 CONCLUSION63

In comparison with the behavior of the grounds vis-a-vis the various requests and the curve of established shear64
strength (response), one notes that it is about a yellowish silty sand of the loose type with 13% of the fine65
particles, primarily contracted, permeable, compressible, not inflating classified in the category of the liquefiable66
grounds and presenting the line of initiation of liquefaction ”FLS” (The flow liquefaction surfaces).67

The behavior of loose sand for a series of triaxial compression tests to various effective constraints of68
consolidation and the same final resistance of material when the constraint of containment increases. This is69
due to the increase of the perpendicular force at the point of contact of the grains. In addition, the ratio of the70
constraints ? 1 /? 3 fall when ? 3 increases, which is due partly to the fact that the corners of the grains break71
and are flattened at the point of contact and thus the overlap of the particles decreases.72

This type of behavior is explained by the following concepts: sand has only internal friction. The skidding73
resistance between the points of contact of the grains with grains is proportional to the existing normal force,74
one will then have a total resistance which increases if the constraint of consolidation increases.75

The overlap also contributes to total resistance, and it remains almost constant when the constraint of76
consolidation increases because the grains are flattened at the point of contact, their acute corners break.77

? Influence of the index of density on the behavior of sand C.D If the relative density increases and becomes78
> 50%; mechanical characteristics: the angle of friction and cohesion increase (??, C?), then sand is dilating,79
whereas for studied sands, their relative densities are lower than 40% thus we are in the presence of a contracting80
sand in the plan (-, ) (figure ??).81

7 ? Pressure of consolidation influence82

One observes on figure 4 that an increase in constraint of consolidation increases the character contracting of83
material and in addition in a way almost proportional to in the plan ( )84

? Fine particles influence in the sand behavior If the percentage (13%) of the fine particles increases (?) >85
12%, the shear strength decrease (?).86

8 ? Angle of dilatancy influence ?87

In all cases ? ?0°: it is noticed that sand is contracting in plan ( , ) ? is a function of the size of the fine particles88
and the shape of the grains.89

The angle of friction ? in the case of loose sand is a constant and the contraction is much more significant90
than for dense and average sands. this also sand.91

confirms the results found by other researchers on loose a) Cyclic behavior Cyclic drained tests in imposed92
constraints By analyzing the stress-strain curves in compres -sion, we note: ? The sample of sand undergoes a93
great irreversible axial deformation during the first cycle and for all the levels of the cyclic loadings (figure ??).94

For all the levels of the cyclic constraints applied, the cycles carried out in compression present a significant95
character at the moment of unloading (third series). At the beginning of the discharge, the curve is almost96
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vertical, it is what gives a very high module u. At the time when we approach the isotropic state, we noted the97
appearance of the significant axial deformations and the curve is accentuated. It is noticed however, that the98
modules of refill and discharge are stronger than the initial tangent module.99

The irreversible axial deformations accumulated between the first and the last cycle of each series, measured100
with the thresholds high and low of the cycles are higher in bottom than in top. ? Notwithstanding the various101
requests applied, in small deformations, nevertheless the sample tends to find a behavior or an evolution similar102
to the case of the monotonous loading (curve of reference). In the case of the cycles to which the amplitude is103
close to maximum resistance (cf. 3rd series), we see an increase in the resistance, followed by a reduction during104
final, consecutive crushing with the cycles. It seems that the material does not forget the history of these stresses105
(figure ??). ? By analyzing the voluminal curves of deformations (figure ??), we noted a contraction reloads106
some and the first phase without variation followed by the compaction of material in discharge. The results107
obtained are in agreement with those obtained by several researchers 2 . For the rather significant deformations,108
we observed in refill a contraction, discharge and a dilatancy followed by compaction.109

After the cyclic levels of loadings, the curve of variations of volume tends to join the curve of variation of110
monotonous tests (figure7).111

9 Cyclic drained tests in imposed deformations112

The analysis of the results shows that:113
? The module of discharge is very high, and does not change the six cycles applied. ? The imposed axial114

deformation is all the weaker as the average slope in the refill is stronger. In general, the average slope increases115
by a cycle to another because of the material compaction. ? A dilatancy of material is observed at the beginning116
of discharge and a contraction with the beginning of refill. ? Notwithstanding the various requests applied the117
sample tends to find a behavior where an evolution similar to the case of the monotonous loading (curve of118
reference in compression).119

V.120

10 Conclusion121

The analysis of the results obtained made it possible to draw the following conclusions:122
? The application of shear stresses of low amplitudes to a sand sample in drained condition produces a123

progressive reduction in volume (contraction). Consequently when a saturated sand is subjected to a propagation124
of waves of shearing during a request of great scale: The period of validity of the cyclic constraint is in general125
shorter in comparison with that necessary with the drainage of water. An increase in the pore water pressure126
causes a reduction of the effective pressure what corresponds to a fall of the shear strength which will lead to a127
rupture of the structure by shearing with catastrophic consequences.128

Factors such as:129
? The relative density, the initial state of the constraints, the distribution of the size and the shape of the130

grains, the history of the constraints in the plan (q, ?a) and of the way of the constraints followed in the plan131
(q, p ’), play a role in the characterization of the behavior of the ground subjected to a cyclic and monotonous132
loading.133

? During the cyclic loading the interstitial pressure increases until reaching the pressure of initial consolidation.134
The effective constraint is cancelled. It is said that sand is liquified although this phenomenon is temporary.135
The relative density is one of the essential parameters which govern the phenomena of compressibility under a136
loading of shearing. It is clear that larger east the tendency to the contraction of the solid skeleton, stronger is137
the increase in the pore water pressure as well as the potential of liquefaction under the cyclic loading.138

? It should be noticed that in the case of an isotropic state of stress the pore water pressure reaches the value139
of the pressure of the consolidation only when the diverter of the constraints is equal to zero in the plan (q, p ’).140

? The presence of the pore water pressure more reduced the hydraulic parameters of the ground in fact:141
cohesion, the natural angle of repose, effective pressure and shear strength. 1 2

Figure 1: E
142
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2E © 2019 Global Journals 1 LNPC means « Laboratoire National des Ponts et Chaussées ». It is the French

national laboratory on bridges and roads.
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Figure 9:
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